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Sammanfattning

En korrekt uppskattning av lufttemperaturen vid inloppet till turbofläktmotorer
är väsentlig för stabil motorfunktion eftersom den direkt påverkar motorregle-
ringen. För militära flygplan där motorn är integrerad i flygplansskrovet krävs
ofta en relativt lång luftkanal för att leda luften till motorn. En sådan kanal kan
påverka temperaturmätningen på grund av det värmeutbyte som sker mellan
luften i kanalen och kanalväggen, speciellt då temperaturgivaren placeras nära
kanalväggen eftersom den då kan påverkas av temperaturgränsskiktet nära ka-
nalväggen.

Det här examensarbetet handlade därför om att utveckla en metod för att bätt-
re skatta temperaturen i motorinloppet och kompensera för de störningar som
en temperaturgivare nära kanalväggen kan utsättas för. En fysikalisk model av
systemet togs fram baserat på värmeöverföringen mellan olika komponenter i
luftintagskanalen, samt ett sätt att förutse temperaturändringar baserat på en
generell temperaturmodell för atmosfären och termodynamiska lagar.

Många parametrar i den fysikaliska modellen av systemet var dock okända så
dessa skattades baserat på flygdata. Parametrarna anpassades till modellen på
ett sådant sätt att den genomsnittliga kvadraten av modellens skattningsfel mi-
nimerades. Den numeriska optimeringen av parametrarna utfördes med hjälp av
matlabs implementation av bfgs- och sqp-algoritmerna. Ett utökat kalmanfil-
ter baserat på modellen implementerades också.

De två modellerna utvärderades i termer av hur mycket de reducerade kvadraten
av skattningsfelet och jämfördes med att endast använda temperaturmätningar-
na för att skatta temperaturen. Det undersöktes även hur mycket skattningsfelen
reducerades. Korskorrelationen mellan skattningsfelet och insignalerna under-
söktes även för att se om modellen hade utnyttjat insignalerna på ett bra sätt.

Resultaten visar att det går att skatta temperaturen i motorinloppet med god nog-
grannhet. De två modellerna visade sig reducera den genomsnittliga kvadraten
av skattningsfelet med mellan 84 % och 89 % om man jämför med att bara an-
vända temperaturgivaren för att skatta temperaturen. Den modell som utnyttjade
kalmanfiltrering visade sig ge något bättre resultat än den andra modellen.

Olika delmodellers relevans undersöktes för att se om modellen kunde förenklas
utan att modellens noggrannhet äventyrades. Några tester utfördes även för att
undersöka förhållandet mellan olika temperaturer i intaget. Detta för att få en
bättre förståelse för strömningen i intaget och resultatet skulle eventuellt kunna
användas för att förbättra modellen ytterligare i framtiden.
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Abstract

An accurate estimate of the gasturbine inlet air temperature is essential to the
stability of the engine since its control depends on it. Most supersonic military
aircrafts have a design with the engine integrated in the fuselage which requires
a rather long inlet duct from the inlet opening to the engine face. Such duct can
affect the temperature measurement because of the heat flow between the inlet
air and the duct skin. This is especially true when the temperature sensor is
mounted close to the duct skin, which is the case for most engines.

This master thesis project therefore revolved around developing a method to bet-
ter estimate the engine inlet temperature and to compensate for the disturbances
which a temperature sensor near the duct skin can be exposed to. A grey box
model of the system was developed based on heat transfer equations between
different components in the inlet, as well as predictions of temperature changes
based on a temperature model of the atmosphere and thermodynamic laws.

The unknown parameters of the grey box model were estimated using flight data
and tuned to minimize the mean square of the prediction error. The numerical
optimization of the parameters was performed using the matlab implementa-
tions of the bfgs and sqp algorithms. An extended Kalman filter based on the
model was also implemented.

The two models were then evaluated in terms of how much the mean squared
error was reduced compared to just using the sensor measurement to estimate
the inlet air temperature. It was also analyzed how much the models reduced the
prediction errors. A cross-correlation analysis was also done to see how well the
model utilized the input signals.

The results show that the engine inlet temperature can be estimated with good ac-
curacy. The two models were shown to reduce the mean square of the prediction
error by between 84 % and 89 % if you compare with just using the tempera-
ture sensor to estimate the temperature. The model which utilized the Kalman
filtering was shown to perform slightly better than the other model.

The relevance of different subcomponents of the model were investigated in order
to see if the model could be simplified and maintain similar accuracy. Some in-
vestigations were also done with the relationship between different temperatures
of the inlet to further understand the flow patterns of the inlet and to perhaps
improve the model even more in the future.
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Notation

Symbols

Symbol Meaning

H Aircraft altitude
M Mach number
α Angle of attack for the aircraft
T Total temperature
Ts Static temperature
Tref Reference temperature
p Total pressure
ps Static pressure
pref Reference pressure
Nu Nusselt number
Re Reynolds number
Pr Prandtl number
q Thermal energy
h Heat transfer coefficient
λ Heat conduction coefficient
cp Specific heat capacity at constant pressure
γ Heat capacity ratio
µ Dynamic viscosity
u Flow speed
m Mass
W Mass flow
Wc Corrected mass flow
ρ Density
L Length
A Area
Di Dummy variable indicating if the Anti-Ice functional-

ity is turned on (1) or off (0)
k Sample instance
ts Sample time
θ Vector containing all parameters to be estimated in the

model
V (θ) Cost function for model parameters



Notation xiii

Indexation

Symbol Meaning

a Air in the middle of the inlet just before the engine
b Boundary layer air close to the T2-sensor
d Inlet duct skin
f Fuel tank
i Anti-Ice
m Inside the T2-sensor
∞ Free stream air (outside the aircraft)

Abbreviations

Abbreviation Meaning

cfd Computational fluid dynamics
ekf Extended Kalman filter
isa International standard atmosphere
bfgs Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno optimization algo-

rithm
sqp Sequential quadratic programming optimization algo-

rithm
mse Mean squared error
pe Prediction error
lpe Largest prediction error





1
Introduction

This chapter describes the problem that this thesis revolves around, why it is
important, as well as the thesis outline.

1.1 Background

This master thesis project was performed at Saab Aeronautics’ Propulsion depart-
ment. The project revolved around Saab’s fighter jet Gripen, shown in Figure 1.1.
This aircraft has a rather typical design for a supersonic fighter aircraft with the
engine embedded in the fuselage that requires a long inlet duct, see Figure 1.3.
The long duct accumulates heat during high speed and low altitude, which will
generate a thermal boundary layer build up if the aircraft proceeds with a steep
climb with rapid air temperature decrease as a consequence. The thermal bound-
ary layer might have an impact on the T2-measurement that is large enough to
make an impact on the engine control. The goal of this master thesis project was
therefore to find an algorithm that could improve the estimates of the engine
inlet air temperature.

It is important to know the inlet air temperature in order to control the engine
correctly. To begin with, the corrected fan speed, which depends on the inlet air
temperature, is used to control the engine power setting. A change in temper-
ature can be compensated for by the fan speed. An inaccurate estimate of the
temperature will therefore give a faulty control of the fan speed which might
affect the thrust and the stall margin.

Furthermore, the control of the inlet guide vane, located just before the first fan
stage, is dependent on the temperature. The inlet guide vane angle affects the effi-
ciency of the engine and in the worst case scenario it can cause stalling in the fan
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Figure 1.1: The aircraft shown in the figure is Gripen.

Figure 1.2: The inlet duct and engine location in Gripen.
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blades which can cause engine surge. This leads to inability from the compres-
sion parts to keep the right pressure in the engine, causing air to flow backwards
through the fan and compressor. Even though the engine normally recovers from
this within a fraction of a second, it can potentially damage components and re-
sult in engine flameout and should be avoided if possible.

The engine has a temperature sensor (T2) mounted on the casing right before the
first fan stage of the engine. This is shown in Figure 1.3. However, the measure-
ment from the T2-sensor does not give in itself a sufficiently accurate estimate of
the temperature of the air in the middle of the inlet. This can be explained by
several factors. One problem is the settling time of T2. When the inlet air temper-
ature suddenly changes, for example when the aircraft travels to a higher altitude
in a short time frame, it will take a significant time for T2 to settle according to
the new inlet air temperature.

Moreover, the inlet duct skin has a capacitive effect on the air temperature in
the boundary layer. When the aircraft travels quickly from low to high altitude,
the inlet air temperature will be much cooler but the inlet duct skin will still be
warm. Since the inlet duct skin has a lot of mass, it also takes a long time for the
heat transfer between the inlet air and the duct skin to have a noticeable affect on
the temperature of the duct skin. At the same time, the outside of the inlet duct
skin is also in contact with the fuel tank which leads to heat transfer between
them. This also means that the duct skin does not necessarily settle according to
the inlet air temperature over time.

Figure 1.3: The engine inlet and the T2-sensor. The red circle indicates the
temperature sensor.
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Saab has used Computational Fluid Dynamics (cfd) simulations to simulate the
heat transfer between the inlet air and the duct skin and to get a better under-
standing for how the duct skin temperature influences the T2-measurements. The
results from the cfd simulations can be seen in Figure 1.4 for the case of high
mass flow and in Figure 1.5 for the case of low mass flow. As can be seen in both
figures, the temperature is almost the same throughout the cross section. The
majority of the air going into the engine is unaffected by the heat transfer with
the duct skin. However, there is evidently an effect on the air temperature in the
boundary layer from the heat transfer with the duct skin and the T2 temperature
measurements seem to be close enough to the duct skin to be affected by this. It
can also be noticed that the temperature profile is quite different when there is a
low mass flow in the inlet. Hence, the distortions on the T2-measurements might
vary depending on the flight conditions.

Another disturbance in the T2-measurement is induced when the sensor’s Anti-
Ice functionality is active. This function heats up the T2-sensor in order to remove
ice and assure that the air has direct contact with the sensor.

The main effects on the T2 temperature measurements can be summarized by the
following factors:

• The time constant of the T2-sensor.

• Distortion in T2 due to heat flow between the inlet duct skin and the bound-
ary layer.

• Distortion in T2 due to heat flow caused by the Anti-Ice functionality.

The problem of having inlet temperature distortion due to heat transfer with
inlet duct skin has been investigated before in [1]. In that study it was found
that the T2-sensor measurement in the T-38 Air Force Trainer was distorted due
to heat transfer with the inlet duct skin during transient maneuvers because of
the thermal energy storage of the aluminium inlet. They concluded that these
temperature distortions could reduce the engine stability margin significantly.

1.2 Thesis outline

The main task of this master thesis work is to find a model which yields better
estimates of the inlet air temperature in Gripen compared to just using the T2-
measurements. The main steps in the development of this model is shown in
Figure 1.6 and this is also the structure which this report will follow.

First, a mathematical description of the system will be introduced in Chapter 2.
This includes a model of the heat transfer between the mediums such as the inlet
air, the duct skin and the fuel tank as well as a method of predicting temperature
changes depending on Mach number and altitude.

Secondly, since the system is sampled in discrete time instances, a way of dis-
cretizing the system is presented in Section 3.1 and a way to filter noisy signals
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skin temperature Td are also marked on the x-axis.

Figure 1.4: It is here shown how the temperature varies at the engine face
cross section with high mass flow in the inlet. The temperature is normalized
such that 0 (or blue) corresponds to the duct skin temperature and 1 (or red)
corresponds to free stream temperature.
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(b) Temperature profile between the duct skin and the center of the
duct at the location of the T2-sensor with low mass flow in the inlet.
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skin temperature Td are also marked on the x-axis. Here it is also
shown how the Mach number varies with the distance from the duct
skin.

Figure 1.5: It is here shown how the temperature varies at the engine face
cross section with low mass flow in the inlet. The temperature is normalized
such that 0 (or blue) corresponds to the duct skin temperature and 1 (or red)
corresponds to free stream temperature.
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System dynamics

Discretization

Filtering

Final model

Optimize parameters

Analyze model
performance

Figure 1.6: The main steps in the development of the temperature model.
The thesis outline follows the same order.

in Section 3.2. The discretized model is derived in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 and pre-
sented in its final form in Section 3.5. Later in Chapter 3, it is shown how the
unknown parameters of the model are tuned according to the flight data.

The results from the tuned model are presented in Chapter 4. The results are
shown in terms of the prediction error of the model, the correlation between
input signals and the prediction error as well as a simulation of the model for a
validation flight. Chapter 4 also analyzes some potential ways of improving and
simplifing the model. Finally, the report is concluded with a discussion around
the results and the usability of the model in Chapter 5.





2
System dynamics

This chapter describes a simplified continuous-time model of the heat transfer
that takes place between the inlet air, the duct skin and the T2-sensor as well as
a method of predicting temperature changes depending on Mach number and
altitude.

Some parameters in the models are unknown and are therefore going to be esti-
mated using flight data. It is also important that the signals used in the model
can be obtained from the aircraft data bus so that the algorithm can be used in
real time.

2.1 Heat transfer model of the inlet

This section describes the heat transfer equations for the inlet and is based on [2].
A schematic figure of the temperatures involved is shown in Figure 2.1.

The change in temperature of the inlet duct skin Ṫd is related to the change in
thermal energy q̇d as

q̇d = mdcp,d Ṫd (2.1)

where md is the mass of the inlet duct skin and cp,d is the specific heat capacity
of aluminium. The total mass of the inlet duct skin md is constant and cp,d can
be assumed constant if Td is close to constant.

Heat transfer from the inlet air to the inlet duct skin can be described as

q̇ad = hadAad(Ta − Td) (2.2)

where q̇ad denotes the thermal energy transferred from the air to the inlet duct
skin per time unit, had denotes the heat transfer coefficient, Aad denotes the con-

9



10 2 System dynamics

Figure 2.1: A schematic representation of the inlet duct and the tempera-
tures involved in the heat transfer equations.

tact area between the inlet air and the inlet duct skin and Ta and Td are the
temperatures of the inlet air and the inlet duct skin, respectively.

The contact area Aad can be considered constant but had can vary depending on
flight conditions and is described further in Section 2.2.

Assume the following:

• A steady state temperature gradient has settled in the inlet, rapid variations
will not be modeled.

• The temperature of the air closest to the inlet duct skin has the same tem-
perature as the inlet duct skin.

• The inlet duct skin has homogeneous temperature.

• The outside of the inlet duct skin is isolated wherever there is no fuel tank.
This means that heat transfer can only occur with the air inside the inlet
and is motivated by the fact that the outside of the duct is surrounded by
stationary air which is a good isolator.

The outside of the inlet duct skin is partially covered by fuel in the typical case.
If the fuel temperature Tf is homogeneous we get the heat transfer

q̇f d = hf dAf d(Tf − Td) (2.3)

between the fuel and the duct skin, where Af d is the contact area between the
inlet duct skin and the fuel and hf d is the heat transfer coefficient.

Combining (2.1) with (2.2) and (2.3) as q̇d = q̇ad + q̇f d gives us

mdcp,d Ṫd = hadAad(Ta − Td) + hf dAf d(Tf − Td). (2.4)
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Assume that the temperature difference between the inlet air and the boundary
layer air is related to the temperature difference between the inlet air and the
inlet duct skin as

Tb − Ta = f (x)(Td − Ta) (2.5)

where Tb is the temperature of the boundary layer air near the sensor and f (x) is
a function which is believed to depend on the flight conditions inside the inlet.
The function f (x) could be modeled as dependent on some states x, for example
the mass flow in the duct (W) and the aircraft’s angle of attack (α). It is reasonable
to assume that { Tb−Ta

Td−Ta ≥ 0
|Tb − Ta| < |Td − Ta|

when Td , Ta which yields that the range of the function Vf (x) ∈ [0, 1[. This means
that the specific boundary layer temperature, that affects the T2-sensor, will be a
weighted average of the temperature of the free stream air and the temperature
of the duct skin, as was also shown in the cfd simulations presented in Figures
1.4 and 1.5. From (2.5) we conclude that the boundary layer air temperature can
be described as

Tb = Ta + f (x)(Td − Ta). (2.6)

Similarly to (2.1), we have

q̇m = mmcp,mṪm (2.7)

and the thermal transfer between the boundary layer air and the sensor can be
described by

q̇bm = hbmAbm(Tb − Tm). (2.8)

The Anti-Ice function is assumed to provide constant heat flow Qi to the sensor
while active and no effect on the sensor otherwise

q̇im = QiDi (2.9)

where

Di =
{

1, if Anti-Ice on
0, if Anti-Ice off (2.10)

By combining (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) as q̇m = q̇bm + q̇im gives us

mmcp,mṪm = hbmAbm(Tb − Tm) + QiDi (2.11)

which using (2.6) yields

mmcp,mṪm = hbmAbm((1 − f (x))Ta + f (x)Td − Tm) + QiDi . (2.12)
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2.2 Heat transfer coefficient

In this section we will describe how the heat transfer coefficients had and hbm
(appearing in (2.4) and (2.12), respectively) vary depending on flight conditions.
The relations described in this section are based on [2]. For the simplicity of
notation, let the heat transfer coefficient be denoted by h = had and assume that
had ∝ hbm. The heat transfer coefficient can be calculated from

h =
Nu ·λ
L

(2.13)

where Nu is the Nusselt number, λ is the heat conduction coefficient and L is the
inlet duct length [3]. The inlet duct length L is constant and λ can be approxi-
mated by a linear relationship with static temperature [4]. The variations in λ
depending on pressure are considered negligible and can therefore be described
by

λ(Ts) = a1Ts + a0 (2.14)

which using linear regression on the data points for the heat conduction coeffi-
cient in the temperature range -80 ◦C to 60 ◦C provided in [4] yields

a1 = 7.5053 · 10−5 and a0 = 3.8828 · 10−3. (2.15)

The Nusselt number Nu describes the ratio of convective to conductive heat trans-
fer in the boundary layer, where convective heat transfer has to do with bulk
movement of molecules while conductive heat transfer has to do with collisions
between molecules, atoms and electrons. The Nusselt number can be calculated
from the Reynolds number Re and the Prandtl number Pr. For turbulent forced
convection along a flat plate the Nusselt number is given by

Nu = 0.0296 ·Re4/5 ·Pr1/3 (2.16)

as described in [2]. Although the inlet duct is tube shaped, its diameter is suffi-
ciently large that relation (2.16) holds true. The Prandtl number Pr, which is de-
fined as the ratio of momentum diffusivity and thermal diffusivity for the fluid,
can be approximated as constant. The Reynolds number Re is used to predict
flow patterns and is defined as

Re =
ρuL

µ
(2.17)

where ρ is the air density, u is the flow speed and µ is the dynamic viscosity.
Similarly to λ, µ can be described as linearly dependent on the static temperature

µ(Ts) = b1Ts + b0. (2.18)

Using linear regression on the data points for the dynamic viscosity in the tem-
perature range -80 ◦C to 60 ◦C provided in [4] we obtain

b1 = 5.2705 · 10−8 and b0 = 2.5971 · 10−6. (2.19)

We will now describe ρu in terms of the corrected mass flow Wc. Corrected mass
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flow is defined as

Wc = W

√
T
Tref
p
pref

(2.20)

where W is the (real) mass flow, T is the total temperature, Tref = 288.15 K is the
(constant) reference temperature, p is the total pressure and pref = 101325 Pa is
the (constant) reference pressure [5].

The mass flow W relates to ρ and u as

W = ρuA (2.21)

where A is the cross sectional area of the inlet duct. Using (2.20) and (2.21) we
obtain

ρu =
W
A

=
Wc

p
pref

A
√

T
Tref

=
Wcp

√
Tref

Apref
√
T
. (2.22)

Using (2.13) together with (2.14), (2.16), (2.17), (2.18) and (2.22) yields

h =
λ(Ts)
L

Nu

=
λ(Ts)
L

· 0.0296 ·Re4/5 ·Pr1/3

=
λ(Ts)
L

· 0.0296 ·
(
ρuL

µ(Ts)

)4/5

·Pr1/3

=
λ(Ts)
L

· 0.0296 ·

 Wcp
√
Tref L

Apref
√
Tµ(Ts)

4/5

·Pr1/3

= 0.0296 ·
Pr1/3

L1/5
·

√TrefApref

4/5

·λ(Ts) ·
(

Wcp√
Tµ(Ts)

)4/5

.

(2.23)

Since Pr, L, Tref , A and pref are constant, we have

h ∝ λ(Ts) ·
(

Wcp√
Tµ(Ts)

)4/5

. (2.24)

Define the proportional heat transfer coefficient as

hp = λ(Ts) ·
(

Wcp√
Tµ(Ts)

)4/5

. (2.25)

Because hp ∝ h = had ∝ hbm, we also have

had = Cadhp (2.26)

hbm = Cbmhp (2.27)
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where Cad and Cbm are proportionality constants.

2.3 Temperature difference relationship

In this section we will discuss how the temperature difference relationship f (x)
described in Section 2.1 with its primary use in (2.12) can be modeled. The issue
here is the limited knowledge about this relationship. The only knowledge we
have is based on the few cfd simulations that have been done. If the cfd simu-
lations presented in Figures 1.4 and 1.5 can be entirely trusted, then f (x) should
take a value f (x) ≈ 0.1 for the case of high mass flow and f (x) ≈ 0.4 for the case
of low mass flow. This suggests that f (x) could vary significantly depending on
flight conditions.

One rather bold approximation is to assume that f (x) can be approximated as
constant

f (x) = C (2.28)

and hope that f (x) is sufficiently close to constant to be able to be used in the
model and still provide good enough estimates of the inlet air temperature.

It would also be reasonable to assume that f (x) depends on the properties of the
air flow in the inlet, especially due to the results from the cfd simulations. One
approach is therefore to assume that f (x) is linearly or quadraticly dependent on
the corrected mass flow Wc in the inlet and the angle of attack α for the aircraft

f (x) = C0 + C1Wc + C2α (2.29)

f (x) = C0 + C1Wc + C2α + C3W
2
c + C4α

2. (2.30)

However, to avoid unreasonable values for f (x) we have to limit the values to
only return values of at least 0 and less than 1 to have the model stay physically
reasonable. We therefore saturate the values of f (x) such that f (x) > 0.95 are
adjusted to f (x) = 0.95 and f (x) < 0 to f (x) = 0.

A third way to approximate f (x) is viewing it as a time-varying state where the
time-derivative of f (x) is caused by process noise e

df (x)
dt

= e (2.31)

and try to estimate f (x) in real time. This would hopefully catch a change in the
dynamics of the model and over time converge to the true temperature difference
relationship.

2.4 Free stream temperature predictions

To get fast predictions of the changes that occur in the inlet air temperature we
can utilize our knowledge about the aircraft flight conditions. More specifically,
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we will utilize the aircraft altitude and flight speed to predict changes in the
total temperature. These types of predictions can be used together with the heat
transfer model described in Section 2.1 to obtain an even more accurate estimate
of the inlet air temperature.

Let us begin by investigating how the static temperature varies with altitude. We
assume that a change in aircraft altitude Ḣ corresponds to a change in static free
stream temperature Ṫs,∞, that is the temperature outside the aircraft, as

Ṫs,∞ = βḢ (2.32)

where β is piecewise constant. In practice, β is typically -6.5 K/km in the tropo-
sphere (H . 11 km) and typically 0 above the tropopause (11 km . H ≤ 20 km)
according to isa [6]. Furthermore, the static free stream temperature relates to
the total free stream temperature T∞ as

Ts,∞ = T∞

(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2
)−1

(2.33)

for isentropic gas [7]. This will be referred to as the flight speed dependent tem-
perature predictions. The heat capacity ratio γ can be assumed constant γ = 1.4
in dry air and M is the Mach number of the free stream.

Inserting (2.32) into the time derivative of (2.33) yields

βḢ = Ṫ∞

(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2
)−1
− T∞MṀ(γ − 1)

(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2
)−2

(2.34)

which can be rewritten as

Ṫ∞ = β
(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2
)
Ḣ + (γ − 1)

(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2
)−1

T∞MṀ. (2.35)

The air flow speed in the inlet is sufficiently high for the air temperature in the
middle of the inlet to be unaffected by the heat transfer with the duct skin. This
yields that the inlet air temperature is the same as the free stream temperature
Ta = T∞ and we have the equation

Ṫa = β
(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2
)
Ḣ + (γ − 1)

(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2
)−1

TaMṀ (2.36)

which we can utilize to predict changes in the total temperature of the inlet air
from aircraft altitude and speed, since both of those signals are available on the
aircraft bus.





3
Modeling

In this chapter, the system dynamics described in Chapter 2 are utilized to derive
two different methods for estimating the inlet air temperature. This chapter also
defines how the parameters of the model are defined and what algorithms are
used to find them.

3.1 Discretization

Since the continuous-time equations described in Chapter 2 are only observed
in discrete time instances we need to discretize the equations. Also, since the
derivatives of the signals can not be measured we need to introduce a way to
approximate them. Here, a continuous-time signal Y (t) is sampled at instances
k = 0, 1, 2, ... with a sample time of ts. In order to describe the discrete-time sig-
nals on a more compact form, let us introduce the notation

Y [k] = Y (t0 + kts) (3.1)

where t0 is the time of the first sample instance.

In order to approximate derivatives in the continuous-time equations, the back-
ward Euler method

p ≈
1 − q−1

ts
(3.2)

is used to measure changes and the forward Euler method

p ≈
q − 1
ts

(3.3)

is used to predict changes where p is the differential operator and q is the shift

17
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operator. The derivative of an arbitrary continuous-time signal Y (t) can then be
discretized as

Ẏ (t) = pY (t) ≈ Y [k] − Y [k − 1]
ts

(3.4)

when using backward Euler method and

Ẏ (t) = pY (t) ≈ Y [k + 1] − Y [k]
ts

(3.5)

when using forward Euler method. The backward Euler method maintains the
stability of the continuous-time signal [8]. However, the forward Euler method
can in some cases lead to numerical instability for some stable continuous-time
systems. But in this application the sampling time ts is small compared to the
time constants of the continuous-time system and stability will therefore be main-
tained with the forward Euler method. Although combining forward and back-
ward Euler approximations in the same system model is a non-standard proce-
dure it does not provide any problems in this application since the backward Eu-
ler will only be applied to input signals and forward Euler will only be applied
to state updates. Therefore, since the input signals do not depend on previous
values of the states this procedure does not induce any instability in the model.

We will now describe in more detail when the forward Euler method maintains
the stability of the continuous-time system. The differential equation

Ẏ (t) = λY (t), λ < 0

Y (0) = Y0 , 0
(3.6)

has the stable solution

Y (t) = Y0e
λt . (3.7)

Discretizing this equation using the forward Euler method yields

Y [k + 1] = Y [k] + ts
df (Y [k])

dt
= Y [k] + tsλY [k]

= (1 + tsλ)Y [k]

= (1 + tsλ)kY0

(3.8)

which also has a stable solution (Y [k + 1]→ 0 when k →∞) when

|1 + tsλ| < 1⇔
−2 < tsλ < 0⇔
−2
ts
< λ < 0⇔

λ >
−2
ts

since ts > 0 and λ < 0. This will be the requirement for the system time constants
when using the forward Euler discretication method later in this chapter.
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Furthermore, the reason why we use the Euler method instead of for example
Tustin’s method is mostly for the simplicity. The main advantage of the Tustin
approximation would be that it is stable for all λ < 0 in (3.6) [8]. Therefore, a
stability criterion would not be necessary to construct. Another advantage of
the Tustin approximation is that it is more accurate than the Euler approxima-
tion. However, the downside of Tustin’s method would be that it requires all
non-derivative signals in the equations to appear twice. Thereby making the dis-
cretized equations almost twice as complicated compared to the Euler method.

3.2 Optimal lowpass filter

Lowpass filters can be used to reduce the disturbances in noisy signals. While
lowpass filters reduce disturbances, they also induce a delay in the signal. It is
therefore useful to design a lowpass filter that gives a good trade-off between
noise reduction and signal delay. This section will therefore describe how such a
filter can be designed.

Consider the Laplace transfer function of a first order lowpass filter

H(s) =
Y (s)
U (s)

=
1

τs + 1
(3.9)

where τ is the time constant of the filter. Rewriting (3.9) and taking the inverse
Laplace transform yields the differential equation

τẎ (t) + Y (t) = U (t). (3.10)

Discretizing (3.10) using backward Euler method (3.2) yields

τ
Y [k] − Y [k − 1]

ts
+ Y [k] = U [k] (3.11)

which rewritten is

Y [k] =
τ

τ + ts
Y [k − 1] +

ts
τ + ts

U [k]. (3.12)

Defining the filter parameter κ = ts
τ+ts

and utilizing it in (3.12) yields

Y [k] = (1 − κ)Y [k − 1] + κU [k]. (3.13)

For a noisy signal U [k] there should be an optimal filter parameter κ which
weights the signal noise with the signal delay in order to minimize the mean
squared prediction error. In practice, the time constant τ should be & 5ts in or-
der for the discrete-time filter (3.13) to have similar properties as the continuous-
time filter (3.9) as a rule of thumb.
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3.3 Heat transfer model

Let the heat transfer coefficients had and hbm be defined by (2.26) and (2.27). The
proportional heat transfer coefficient hp is modeled in (2.25), (2.14) and (2.18)
where it is assumed that the static temperature in the duct is close to the total
temperature Ts,a ≈ Ta. The approximation yields an error less than 5 % since the
Mach number in the inlet duct is low. This gives us the proportional heat transfer
coefficient

hp[k] = (a1Ta[k] + a0)

 Wc[k]p[k]√
Ta[k](b1Ta[k] + b0)

4/5

. (3.14)

Define the constant parameters (assuming also f (x) constant)

z1 =
mmcp,m

CbmAbm(1 − f (x))
, z2 =

1
1 − f (x)

,

z3 =
−Qi

CbmAbm(1 − f (x))
, z4 =

CadAad
mdcp,d

and z5 =
hf dAf d
mdcp,d

.
(3.15)

Rewriting (2.12) and (2.4) using (2.26), (2.27) and the constants (3.15) yields

Ta =
z1

hp
Ṫm + (1 − z2)Td + z2Tm +

z3

hp
Di

Ṫd = z4hp(Ta − Td) + z5(Tf − Td)
(3.16)

which discretized using backward Euler method (3.2) for Ṫm and forward Euler
method (3.3) for Ṫd yields estimates of the air temperature and the duct skin
temperature as

Ta[k + 1] =
z1

hp[k]ts
(Tm[k] − Tm[k − 1])

+ (1 − z2)Td[k] + z2Tm[k] +
z3

hp[k]
Di[k]

Td[k + 1] = Td[k] + tsz4hp[k](Ta[k] − Td[k]) + tsz5(Tf [k] − Td[k]).

(3.17)
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3.4 Mach and altitude based predictions

Because we assume that the free stream temperature is the same as the inlet air
temperature T∞ = Ta this gives a predicted change in the inlet air temperature.
Discretizing the model (2.36) using the backward Euler method (3.2) for Ḣ and
Ṁ and the forward Euler method (3.3) for Ṫa yields

Ta[k + 1] = Ta[k] + β
(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2[k]
)

(H[k] − H[k − 1])

+ (γ − 1)
(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2[k]
)−1

Ta[k]M[k](M[k] −M[k − 1])
(3.18)

where β is modeled as

β =
{
−6.5 · 10−3, H[k] < 11000
0, otherwise

(3.19)

due to the reasoning described in Section 2.4.

3.5 Method 1: Complete model

By using the heat transfer equations (3.17) and letting the air temperature esti-
mate be filtered using the first order lowpass filter (3.13), as described in Sec-
tion 3.2, and adding the predictive temperature update (3.18), we obtain the tem-
perature estimates

Ta[k + 1] = (1 − κ)Ta[k] + κ
( z1

hp[k]ts
(Tm[k] − Tm[k − 1])

+ (1 − z2)Td[k] + z2Tm[k] +
z3

hp[k]
Di[k]

)
+ β

(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2[k]
)

(H[k] − H[k − 1])

+ (γ − 1)
(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2[k]
)−1

Ta[k]M[k](M[k] −M[k − 1])

Td[k + 1] = Td[k] + tsz4hp[k](Ta[k] − Td[k]) + tsz5(Tf [k] − Td[k])

hp[k] = (a1Ta[k] + a0)

 Wc[k]p[k]√
Ta[k](b1Ta[k] + b0)

4/5

(3.20)

where the filter parameter κ will also be optimized. If the heat transfer model
(3.17) would be used without the lowpass filter, then the air temperature esti-
mate would be very sensitive to the heat transfer equations and the predictive
model would barely have any impact. It was therefore reasonable to let the heat
transfer equations be lowpass filtered to balance out their influence on the inlet
air temperature estimate. Letting the heat transfer equations be lowpass filtered
will therefore help smoothen the model’s estimate of the inlet air temperature.
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We can summarize model (3.20) as

Ta[k + 1|θa] = ψa(φa[k], θa)

Td[k + 1|θd] = ψd(φd[k], θd)
(3.21)

where

φa[k] =



Tm[k]
Tm[k − 1]
Td[k]
Di[k]
M[k]

M[k − 1]
H[k]

H[k − 1]
Ta[k]
Wc[k]
p[k]



, θa =


z1
z2
z3
κ

 , φd[k] =


Td[k]
Ta[k]
Tf [k]
Wc[k]
p[k]

 and θd =
[
z4
z5

]
. (3.22)

Let the model be initialized with the temperature estimates{
Ta[0] = Tm[0]
Td[0] = Tm[0] (3.23)

The parameter vector

θ1 =
[
θa
θd

]
(3.24)

needs to be estimated in order for this model to be useful. This method of esti-
mating the true inlet air temperature will hereon be denoted Ta,1[k|θ1] = Ta[k].

3.6 Method 2: State space form with extended
Kalman filter

An alternative to the model described in Section 3.5 is to describe the system on
state space form. This method is described in more detail in [9]. The nonlinear
state space model is given by

x[k + 1] = f (x[k], u[k])

y[k] = h(x[k], u[k])
(3.25)

From (2.12), (2.36) and (2.4) we get

mmcp,mṪm = hbmAbm((1 − f (x))Ta + f (x)Td − Tm) + QiDi

Ṫa = β
(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2
)
Ḣ + (γ − 1)

(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2
)−1

TaMṀ

mdcp,d Ṫd = hadAad(Ta − Td) + hf dAf d(Tf − Td)

(3.26)
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which discretized using forward Euler method for Ṫm, Ṫa and Ṫd and backward
Euler method for Ḣ and Ṁ yields

Tm[k + 1] = Tm[k] + ts(z1(1 − z2)hp[k]Ta[k]

+ z1z2hp[k]Td[k] − z1hp[k]Tm[k] + z3Di[k])

Ta[k + 1] = Ta[k] + β
(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M[k]2
)

(H[k] − H[k − 1])

+ (γ − 1)
(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M[k]2
)−1

Ta[k]M[k](M[k] −M[k − 1])

Td[k + 1] = Td[k] + ts(z4hp[k](Ta[k] − Td[k]) + z5(Tf [k] − Td[k]))

hp[k] = (a1Ta[k] + a0)

 Wc[k]p[k]√
Ta[k](b1Ta[k] + b0)

4/5

(3.27)

where the heat transfer coefficients had and hbm are given by (2.26), (2.27), (2.25),
(2.14) and (2.18). The proportional heat transfer coefficient hp[k] is once again
defined by (3.14) and the parameters z1, ..., z5 are defined as

z1 =
CbmAbm
mmcp,m

, z2 = f (x),

z3 =
Qi

mmcp,m
, z4 =

CadAad
mdcp,d

and z5 =
hf dAf d
mdcp,d

.

(3.28)

Notice that z4 and z5 are defined in the same way as in (3.15) while the definitions
for z1, z2 and z3 differ. Contrary to the first approach we consider Tm as an output
and Ta as an observable state in the model. In order to write (3.27) on state space
form, we define the state vector x, the input vector u and the output y as

x[k] =

x1[k]
x2[k]
x3[k]

 =

Tm[k]
Ta[k]
Td[k]

 , u[k] =



u1[k]
u2[k]
u3[k]
u4[k]
u5[k]
u6[k]
u7[k]
u8[k]


=



Di[k]
M[k]

M[k − 1]
H[k]

H[k − 1]
Tf [k]
Wc[k]
p[k]


and

y[k] = x1[k].

(3.29)

Moreover, the functions f (x[k], u[k]) and h(x[k], u[k]) in state space model (3.25)
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become

x[k + 1] = f (x[k], u[k]) =

f1(x[k], u[k])
f2(x[k], u[k])
f3(x[k], u[k])


y[k] = h(x[k]) = x1[k]

f1(x[k], u[k]) = x1[k] + ts(z1(1 − z2)hp[k]x2[k]

+ z1z2hp[k]x3[k] − z1hp[k]x1[k] + z3u1[k])

f2(x[k], u[k]) = x2[k] + β
(
1 +

γ − 1
2

u2[k]2
)

(u4[k] − u5[k])

+ (γ − 1)
(
1 +

γ − 1
2

u2[k]2
)−1

x2[k]u2[k](u2[k] − u3[k])

f3(x[k], u[k]) = x3[k] + ts(z4hp[k](x2[k] − x3[k]) + z5(u6[k] − x3[k]))

hp[k] = (a1x2[k] + a0)

 u7[k]u8[k]√
x2[k](b1x2[k] + b0)

4/5

.

(3.30)

The system in (3.30) is nonlinear and we want to utilize a filtering algorithm to
account for process noise and model errors as well as measurement noise in y.
Since little is known about the noise properties a simple, yet efficient filtering
algorithm is the extended Kalman filter ekf with additive process and measure-
ment noise

x[k + 1] = f (x[k], u[k]) + v

y[k] = h(x[k]) + e (3.31)

where v =
[
v1 v2 v3

]T
is referred to as the process noise and e (scalar) is re-

ferred to as the measurement noise. Assume that v1, v2, v3 and e are all indepen-
dent and Gaussian distributed with mean zero and variances Q1, Q2, Q3 and R,
respectively. The covariance matrices are therefore

Cov(v) = Q =

Q1 0 0
0 Q2 0
0 0 Q3

 and Cov(e) = R. (3.32)

When using the ekf algorithm, the exact values of Q1, Q2, Q3 and R do not
impact the filtering properties but rather the ratios between Q1, Q2, Q3 and R. It
is therefore natural to set the measurement noise covariance R = 1 and then only
focus on tuning Q1, Q2 and Q3.

The ekf algorithm utilizes first order Taylor approximations of the functions
f (x[k], u[k]) and h(x[k]) to update the state estimates. One option is to approx-
imate the derivatives in real time using the latest state estimates. Another al-
ternative is to calculate the partial derivatives analytically. This approach saves
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computational time and is more accurate. Define the Jacobian matrices

f ′(x[k], u[k]) =



δf1(x[k],u[k])
δx1

δf1(x[k],u[k])
δx2

δf1(x[k],u[k])
δx3

δf2(x[k],u[k])
δx1

δf2(x[k],u[k])
δx2

δf2(x[k],u[k])
δx3

δf3(x[k],u[k])
δx1

δf3(x[k],u[k])
δx2

δf3(x[k],u[k])
δx3


(3.33)

h′(x[k]) =
[
δh(x[k])
δx1

δh(x[k])
δx2

δh(x[k])
δx3

]
. (3.34)

The partial derivatives are calculated analytically from (3.30). To simplify the
calculations, we assume that the partial derivative of hp[k] with respect to the

state x2 is considered negligible, that is
δhp
δx2
≈ 0. This yields

δf2(x[k], u[k])
δx1

=
δf2(x[k], u[k])

δx3
=
δf3(x[k], u[k])

δx1
= 0 (3.35)

δf1(x[k], u[k])
δx1

= 1 − tsz1hp[k] (3.36)

δf1(x[k], u[k])
δx2

= tsz1(1 − z2)hp[k] (3.37)

δf1(x[k], u[k])
δx3

= tsz1z2hp[k] (3.38)

δf2(x[k], u[k])
δx2

= 1 + (γ − 1)
(
1 +

γ − 1
2

u2[k]2
)−1

u2[k](u2[k] − u3[k]) (3.39)

δf3(x[k], u[k])
δx2

= tsz4hp[k] (3.40)

δf3(x[k], u[k])
δx3

= 1 − ts(z4hp[k] + z5) (3.41)

h′(x[k]) =
[
1 0 0

]
(3.42)

The ekf algorithm using first order Taylor approximations for the functions f
and h is given by the following recursions

S[k] = R + h′(x̂[k|k − 1])P [k|k − 1](h′(x̂[k|k − 1]))T

K[k] = P [k|k − 1](h′(x̂[k|k − 1]))T (S[k])−1

x̂[k|k] = x̂[k|k − 1] + K[k](y[k] − x̂[k|k − 1])

P [k|k] = P [k|k − 1]

− P [k|k − 1](h′(x̂[k|k − 1]))T (S[k])−1h′(x̂[k|k − 1])P [k|k − 1]

x̂[k + 1|k] = f (x̂[k|k])

P [k + 1|k] = Q + f ′(x̂[k|k])P [k|k](f ′(x̂[k|k]))T .

(3.43)

The notation [m|n] should be interpreted as the best estimate at time instance m
given measurements up until time instance n. The filter is initialized with the
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state estimates given by the first temperature measurement from the T2-sensor
and the state covariance matrix is initialized to the same value as the process
noise

x̂[1|0] =

y[0]
y[0]
y[0]

 and P [1|0] = Q. (3.44)

The parameter vector

θ2 =



z1
z2
z3
z4
z5
Q1
Q2
Q3


(3.45)

needs to be estimated in order for this model to be useful. Let the ekf estimate
of the true inlet air temperature be given by the measurement updated state esti-
mate Ta,2[k|θ2] = x̂2[k|k].

3.7 Acquiring the true air temperature

The true inlet air temperature Ta[k] was estimated using measurements from the
temperature sensor mounted on the outside of the aircraft. We collected all of
these measurements from the flight session and fitted an atmospheric model.
That is, a model of how the static temperature varies with altitude during that
flight session. The true static temperature can then be converted to true total
temperature Ta,true for a given Mach number due to the relationship (2.33).

A few examples of how the true static temperature, measured from the aircraft,
varies with altitude and how it can differ between different flight sessions is
shown in Figure 3.1, where it is also compared with isa, which was described
in Section 2.4. In Figure 3.1, it can be seen that the change in static temperature
with altitude is approximately -6.5 K/km in the altitude range 0 to 10 km for
the most part, while it can vary quite significantly between flight sessions when
flying above 10 km.

3.8 Optimal model parameters

The parameter vectors θ in (3.24) and (3.45) are going to be tuned according to
flight data. Define the cost function

V (θ) =
∑
all k

(Ta,true[k] − Ta[k|θ])2 (3.46)
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Figure 3.1: An example of how the static temperature can vary with altitude
for different flight sessions. Here it is also compared with the isa standard
atmosphere.

which is a good design choice according to [10] and [11]. The optimal model
parameter vector θ∗ is then defined as

θ∗ = arg min
θ
V (θ) (3.47)

and that means that the optimal parameter vector is the parameter values that
minimizes the mean squared error mse of the temperature estimates.

3.9 Data preprocessing

Data from a large number of different flight sessions were available for estimating
and validating the model. The length of each flight session varied significantly.
Approximately 70 % of the flight sessions were used to estimate the model pa-
rameters and the remaining 30 % was used to validate the model.

Some flight data were disregarded if they did not meet the specified requirements.
The requirements were:

• There were to be no missing data in the signals.

• There had to exist a true static temperature within 100 m of the aircraft
altitude H at any given time. This issue has to do with the operating range
of the temperature sensor mounted on the outside of the aircraft which is
used to obtain the atmospheric model. The measurements from the sensor
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can therefore be temporarily unavailable when flying outside its operating
range. This restriction has to do with the fact that the true static tempera-
ture varies with altitude and therefore there has to exist a true static temper-
ature sufficiently close to the current altitude. Since the true static temper-
ature typically varies by -6.5 K/km, this round off typically yields an error
. 0.65 K.

• The signals from the flight session had to be considered reliable. Flight
sessions where signals behaved unreasonably were therefore removed.

3.10 Optimization method

To find the optimal parameter vector θ∗, a numerical optimization algorithm had
to be used. Early in the master thesis project a simple gradient search method
with steepest decent was implemented in matlab. However, this search method
proved to be either too slow (for small step sizes along the gradient) or unsta-
ble (for too long step sizes). Initial testing was therefore performed with mat-
lab’s built in functions for numerical optimization. These methods utilized
more advanced search techniques and variable step sizes to make the optimiza-
tion more efficient. This worked well and matlab’s implementations of the
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (bfgs) and the sequential quadratic program-
ming (sqp) optimization algorithms were therefore used to obtain all optimized
parameters presented in this thesis.

The bfgs algorithm utilizes approximations of the gradient and the Hessian ma-
trix of the cost function (3.46) to search for a local optimum near the initial pa-
rameter values. The search was therefore initiated at several different points to
potentially give several local optima. This gave us a better chance of finding the
global optimum. However, the global optimum could not be guaranteed. mat-
lab’s implementation of the bfgsmethod is based on [12], [13] and [14].

Furthermore, the bfgs algorithm did not always give a good result, so in some
cases the sqp algorithm was used instead. The reason why the bfgs method did
not always work well was because it would make changes in the parameters with-
out checking if the cost function actually decreased which yielded an unstable
search for some cases. However, matlab’s implementation of the sqp algorithm
did not share these issues. The sqp implementation would check if the step along
the gradient would lead to a decrease in the cost function, and if not it would re-
duce the step size until a decrease in the cost function was detected making this
search method stable. matlab’s implementation of the sqp algorithm is based
on [15], [16], [17] and [18].
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Results

In this chapter, the accuracy of the two models, described in Sections 3.5 and 3.6,
will be analyzed. A typical flight session is shown in Figure 4.1. The figure shows
how the aircraft altitude varied during the flight as well as what Mach number
the aircraft was flying at. In the same figure, the true inlet air temperature is
compared with the temperature measured by the T2-sensor. Although the data
is normalized, it is clear that the T2-measurements do not always align with the
true temperature and that the error seems to be larger at high altitudes.

Two main measures are used when evaluating the model performance: the mean
squared error (mse) and the prediction error (pe). Another measure based on the
pe is also used, that is the largest prediction error (lpe) in a given dataset.

mse is defined as

mse(Ta,estimator ) =
1
N

∑
all k

(Ta,true[k] − Ta,estimator [k])2 (4.1)

where N is the number of samples in the dataset.

pe is defined as

pe(Ta,estimator [k]) = Ta,true[k] − Ta,estimator [k] (4.2)

while lpe is defined as

lpe(Ta,estimator ) = max
k=0,...,N−1

|pe(Ta,estimator [k])|. (4.3)

To evaluate the model quality, the auto-correlation and cross-correlation (also
known as the auto-covariance and cross-covariance) function is used. The auto-
correlation function shows the correlation between a signal Y [k] and a time

29
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Figure 4.1: The normalized altitude H , Mach number M, true air tempera-
ture Ta,true and measured temperature Tm for a flight session. The time axis
is normalized.

shifted version of itself Y [k + K] and is defined as

RY [K] =
1
N

∑
all k

Y [k]Y [k + K]. (4.4)

Similarly, the cross-correlation function shows the correlation between a signal
X[k] and a time shifted version of an other signal Y [k + K] and is defined as

RXY [K] =
1
N

∑
all k

X[k + K]Y [k]. (4.5)

If X[k] and Y [k] are independent then (4.5) should be Gaussian distributed with
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mean 0 and variance

Pr =
1
N

∑
all k

RX [k]RY [k] (4.6)

for large N .

In this report, the cross-correlation between the prediction error and the most
important input signals of the model will be analyzed. Ideally, these cross-
correlations should be Gaussian distributed with mean 0 and variance (4.6) as
mentioned earlier. If they are not, then it means that there is information left in
the input signals that could be used to improve the model. A common require-
ment is that the cross-correlation should satisfy

|Rpe,U [K]| < 3 ·
√
Pr (4.7)

as a measure of if it is sufficiently close to 0 according to [11].

4.1 A validation flight

Next, the two estimators Ta,1[k|θ∗1] (Method 1) and Ta,2[k|θ∗2] (Method 2), de-
scribed in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, are evaluated. This is done for a validation flight
and it is the same as the one shown in Figure 4.1. The result of Method 1 is shown
in Figure 4.2. The results show that the model quite accurately predicts the inlet
air temperature and a significant improvement is shown when compared with
the measured temperature Tm (see Figure 4.1).

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Figure 4.2: The normalized true air temperature Ta,true and estimated air
temperature Ta,1 using Method 1 for a validation flight. The estimated duct
skin temperature Td,1 is also displayed. The time axis is normalized.
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The modeled duct skin temperature for Method 1 is also displayed in Figure 4.2.
According to the model, the temperature changes of the duct skin are much
slower than that of the inlet air. This is to be expected since the air tempera-
ture needs to change in order for the duct skin temperature to change. But it is
not obvious what order of magnitude the time constant of the duct skin should
be. Since the rate of heat transfer changes depending on the flight conditions, the
time constant at which the duct skin temperature settles according to the air tem-
perature varies. Still, this time constant is large in all flight conditions when you
compare it with how quickly the inlet air temperature can change. For example,
if the aircraft is traveling vertically through the troposphere with a speed of 300
m/s, then the air temperature will typically change by 2 to 3 K/s which means
that the duct skin temperature will lag. The stiffness in the duct skin temperature
has of course to do with its high mass which takes a long period of time to settle
after a change in the inlet air temperature has been induced.

Furthermore, the duct skin temperature does not settle according to the air tem-
perature over time as can be seen in the normalized time span 0.2 to 0.25 of
Figure 4.2. This is because of the heat transfer that takes place between the fuel
tank and the duct skin. According to the optimized parameters, the time constant
from fuel temperature to duct skin temperature is around three times larger than
the air to duct skin time constant. However, because the fuel tank is quite iso-
lated from heat transfer with the surroundings, its temperature stays almost the
same throughout the flight. The result from the model shows that the fuel tem-
perature has a significant affect on the duct skin temperature and therefore also
the measured temperature Tm.

However, the time constant for the T2-sensor is short. According to the estimated
parameters, this time constant is nearly negligible.

The optimal filter parameter κ∗ was calculated to be 0.0114 which corresponds to
a time constant of about 6 seconds for the continuous-time system. This should
be the optimal trade off between noise reduction and signal delay in the model.
As can be seen in Figure 4.4, the estimated inlet air temperature is not too noisy.
However, there is still some noise left in the signal but this is mainly due to
noise of low-frequent. It would be possible to design the filter parameter in such
a way that even lower frequency noise is reduced. However, it would in this
application induce too much lag in the estimated temperature, especially since
the temperature can change quite quickly when changing altitude.

Furthermore, the temperature difference relationship can be obtained from the
parameter z∗2 which was calculated to be 1.30. This corresponds to a temperature
difference relationship of f (x) ≈ 0.23. This can be seen as the average value of
the temperature difference relationship which takes place in the boundary layer,
meaning that the boundary layer temperature Tb that affects the T2-sensor is cal-
culated as Tb = Ta + 0.23 · (Td − Ta). This means that the boundary layer temper-
ature is closer to the inlet air temperature Ta than the duct skin temperature Td .
This value of f (x) can be compared to the cfd simulations shown in Figures 1.4
and 1.5 which corresponded to values of f (x) ≈ 0.1 and f (x) ≈ 0.4, respectively.
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Therefore, a value of 0.23 for f (x) seems reasonable.

Moving on to Method 2 which uses the ekf, the estimated air temperature is
shown in Figure 4.3. The results show that the ekf implementation yields similar
results to Method 1, both in terms of the modeled air temperature and duct skin
temperature. Overall, the two methods display similar accuracy in estimating
the air temperature. During the short time frame shown in Figure 4.4 however,
Method 1 is slightly more accurate than Method 2. However, the prediction er-
rors shown in Figure 4.5 suggest that the two models yield similar accuracy. In
Figure 4.5, it is also clear that both models are significantly better than using the
raw temperature measurements to estimate the temperature.

Another observation that can be made is that the estimated duct skin tempera-
ture of Method 2, shown in Figure 4.3, is more distorted when compared to the
estimated duct skin temperature of Method 1. This is of course due to the process
noise that was modeled for the state update of Td . This allows for uncertainty in
the estimate of the duct skin temperature which is different to Method 1, where
no uncertainty in Td was modeled.

When it comes to the parameters estimated in Method 2, they are all very similar
to the ones estimated in Method 1. What makes Method 2 especially different
from Method 1 is that three filter parameters are used instead of one. The opti-
mization results show that the process noise variances (Q1, Q2 and Q3) are low
compared to the measurement noise variance. This suggests that there seems to
be some high frequency noise affecting the T2-sensor measurements. The process
noise variances were all within the same order of magnitude where Q1 was high-
est, followed by Q3 and lastly Q2. This can be seen as the accuracy in the state
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Figure 4.3: The normalized true air temperature Ta,true and estimated air
temperature Ta,2 using Method 2 for a validation flight. The estimated duct
skin temperature Td,2 is also displayed. The time axis is normalized.
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Figure 4.4: The normalized true air temperature Ta,true and modeled air tem-
peratures Ta,1 and Ta,2 for a portion of a validation flight. The time axis is
normalized.
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0

Figure 4.5: The normalized prediction error for the three estimators
Ta,1[k|θ∗1], Ta,2[k|θ∗2] and Tm[k] over a validation flight. The time axis is nor-
malized.

equations, where the state equation for x1 (Tm) has either the largest model errors
or is the state that is most likely to be affected by disturbances. This makes sense
since a large simplification in the model is that f (x) is assumed constant and it
was expected to be varying due to the results of the cfd simulations. But the
process noise in this equation is expected to reduce the effects of the model error
in f (x).
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4.2 Model quality evaluation

Figure 4.6 shows the cross-correlation between the prediction error of Method 1
pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]) and the most important input signals of the model Tm, Tf , M, H ,
Ṁ and Ḣ . Here, Ṁ and Ḣ corresponds to the backward Euler approximations
of the time derivatives. The most interesting time shifts K to look at here is
K = 1, 2, ..., 13, 14 because they show how the prediction error correlates with the
14 most recent values of the input signals. Since Method 1 and Method 2 yielded
very similar results in the simulations, Method 2 is likely to yield similar results
to Method 1 for the cross-correlation analysis. Therefore, the cross-correlation of
Method 2 is not analyzed further in this report.

To begin with, the cross-correlations do not appear to have mean 0. How-
ever, all of Rpe,Tm [K], Rpe,Tf [K], Rpe,M [K] and Rpe,H [K] fall within the limits de-
scribed in (4.7) for K = −14,−13, ..., 13, 14. This suggests that it is not worth
putting more effort into improving the estimates from these input signals. How-
ever, both Rpe,Ṁ [K] and Rpe,Ḣ [K] fall outside of the limits described in (4.7) for
K = −14,−13, ..., 13, 14. This suggests that the model could be improved by fur-
ther modeling of these input signals, but the cross-correlation in itself does not
say how the improved modeling should be done. Furthermore, it makes sense
that the pe correlates with Ṁ and Ḣ since both of these signals correspond to
a change in the true inlet air temperature and because lag in the temperature
estimate is induced by the filter parameter κ.

It is also of interest to know how well the model suppresses the noise affecting the
system. Figure 4.7 shows the normalized auto-correlation of the prediction error
for Method 1. Ideally, the prediction error would be white noise and that would
yield a non-zero impulse at K = 0 and values close to zero otherwise (K , 0). As
can be seen in the figure, the prediction errors are highly correlated. This is likely
due to the lag induced by the lowpass filter.

It could also be interesting to see what the cross-correlations and the auto-
correlation would look like if the filter parameter κ was not used in the model.
This is shown in Figure 4.8 for the cross-correlations between the prediction er-
ror and the input signals and in Figure 4.9 for the normalized auto-correlation
of the prediction error. The results show that no significant change in the cross-
correlations was obtained when removing the filter parameter. Some interest-
ing changes were that Rpe,Ṁ [K] changed sign from negative to positive and that
Rpe,Ḣ [K] was more than doubled. The increase in Rpe,Ḣ [K] suggests that this
model did not utilize the input signal Ḣ as well the model that used the filter
parameter κ. Although Rpe,Ḣ [K] changed sign, it maintained similar magnitude.

Furthermore, the auto-correlation of the predition error is shown in Figure 4.9.
The prediction errors were still highly correlated, although not as high as when
the filter parameter κ was used. This suggests that the prediction errors are not
just correlated because of the lag induced by the lowpass filter, but also because
of the low frequency noise affecting the system.
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(a) The cross-correlation between the
prediction error pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]) and input
signal Tm.
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(b) The cross-correlation between the
prediction error pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]) and input
signal Tf .
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(c) The cross-correlation between the
prediction error pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]) and input
signal M.
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(d) The cross-correlation between the
prediction error pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]) and input
signal H .
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(e) The cross-correlation between the
prediction error pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]) and input
signal Ṁ.
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(f) The cross-correlation between the
prediction error pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]) and input
signal Ḣ .

Figure 4.6: Cross-correlation between the prediction error of Method 1 and
the six most important input signals: Tm, Tf , M, H , Ṁ and Ḣ .
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Figure 4.7: The normalized auto-correlation of the prediction error
pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]).

4.3 Model error analysis

Here, the three estimators Ta,1[k|θ∗1], Ta,2[k|θ∗2] and Tm[k] are evaluated and com-
pared. The results are presented in terms of how many percent the mean squared
error mse and the largest prediction error lpe of the two estimators Ta,1[k|θ∗1]
and Ta,2[k|θ∗2] are reduced when compared to the Tm[k] estimator. The results
for the estimation and validation datasets are shown separately. Table 4.1 shows
the improvements of the mse. Both methods significantly reduce the mse for
both the estimation and validation dataset. The mse reduction is highest for the
estimation dataset which makes sense because the model parameters have been
tuned according to these flights. The improvements of the mse of the validation
dataset is close to that of the estimation dataset which indicates that the models
are not overfitted to the estimation data and that the models have captured some
of the core properties of the system. Method 2 showed slightly better mse than
Method 1 for both the estimation and validation dataset.

Table 4.1: The improvement of the mse for Methods 1 and 2.

mse improvement
Estimation Validation

Method 1 88.0 % 84.9 %
Method 2 88.5 % 85.8 %

Table 4.2 shows the improvement of the lpe. Both methods improved the lpe
for both the estimation and validation dataset. For both methods the largest im-
provement in lpe was for the estimation dataset. This might have to do with the
estimation dataset containing the largest prediction error in the Tm[k] estimator.
Method 2 showed considerably better improvement in the lpe than Method 1 for
both the estimation and validation dataset.

However, it might be more interesting to look at how the prediction error varied
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(a) The cross-correlation between the
prediction error pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]) and input
signal Tm.
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(b) The cross-correlation between the
prediction error pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]) and input
signal Tf .
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(c) The cross-correlation between the
prediction error pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]) and input
signal M.
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(d) The cross-correlation between the
prediction error pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]) and input
signal H .
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(e) The cross-correlation between the
prediction error pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]) and input
signal Ṁ.
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(f) The cross-correlation between the
prediction error pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]) and input
signal Ḣ .

Figure 4.8: Cross-correlation between the prediction error of Method 1 with-
out the filter parameter κ and the six most important input signals: Tm, Tf ,
M, H , Ṁ and Ḣ .
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Figure 4.9: The normalized auto-correlation of the prediction error
pe(Ta,1[k|θ∗1]) when the filter parameter κ is not used in the model.

Table 4.2: The improvement of the lpe for Methods 1 and 2.

lpe improvement
Estimation Validation

Method 1 51.0 % 15.1 %
Method 2 58.2 % 23.0 %

in general for all flights. The normalized mse and lpe for every flight session
are presented as histograms in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 and are divided into differ-
ent histograms depending on if the flight session belonged to the estimation or
validation dataset. It can be seen that the two methods do considerably better
than the Tm[k] estimator for both measures, especially for the mse. In the lpe
histograms, it can be seen that there were one flight in the estimation dataset and
one flight in the validation dataset which gave higher lpe than the other flights.

It could also be interesting to look at how the prediction error was distributed
across all samples in the estimation and validation flights. The distributions of
the prediction error for the three estimators are shown in Figure 4.12. The prob-
ability density of the pe is distributed closer to zero and with significantly lower
variance when using the Ta,1[k|θ∗1] or Ta,2[k|θ∗2] estimator instead of the Tm[k] esti-
mator. The reason that the Tm[k] estimator is biased towards negative prediction
errors has to do with the duct skin temperature more often being warmer than the
inlet air temperature, leading to the T2-sensor measuring a higher temperature
than what is true.

4.4 Anti-Ice modeling

Figure 4.13 shows an example of the Anti-Ice functionality being activated. Be-
fore Anti-Ice is turned on both the measured temperature Tm and the estimated
temperature Ta,2 from Method 2 are close to the true temperature. When the
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Figure 4.10: The histograms show the distribution of the mean squared error
for different flights when using the Ta,1[k|θ∗1] or Ta,2[k|θ∗2] estimators com-
pared to using just the Tm[k]-measurements to estimate Ta,true[k]. The re-
sults from the estimation data and validation data are shown separately but
all histograms use the same scale on the x-axis.
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Figure 4.11: The histograms show the distribution of the largest prediction
error for different flights when using the Ta,1[k|θ∗1] or Ta,2[k|θ∗2] estimators
compared to using just the Tm[k]-measurements to estimate Ta,true[k]. The
results from the estimation data and validation data are shown separately
but all histograms use the same scale on the x-axis.
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Figure 4.12: The histograms show the distribution of the prediction error for
all flights.

Anti-Ice is turned on however, an error seems to be induced in the estimated
temperature. Over time the estimated temperature converges towards the true
temperature while the measured temperature Tm instead diverges from the true
temperature. Hence, it seems like the Anti-Ice model (2.9) gives a good compen-
sation in the model in the steady state case. However, it seems to have a too
fast transient when the Anti-Ice is switched on. This could be a modeling error
that originated from the assumption that constant heat flow is provided to the
T2-sensor when the Anti-Ice is switched on. The real scenario might be that the
heat flow gradually increases over time and then settling at a constant heat flow
after a while.

4.5 Removing submodels in Method 1

In this section, the accuracy of the inlet temperature estimate will be analyzed for
cases where different subcomponents of the model in Method 1 are removed. The
subcomponents that will be analyzed are: fuel temperature, heat transfer coeffi-
cient, lowpass filter, Mach and altitude based predictions and the heat transfer
equations. The following five test cases are defined:

1. No fuel temperature in the model. Removing tsz5(Tf [k]− Td[k]) from (3.20)
and thereby assuming that the heat transfer between the duct skin and the
fuel tank are considered negligible.
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Anti-Ice turned on

Figure 4.13: An example of the Anti-Ice modeling being evaluated. The mea-
sured temperature Tm diverges from the true temperature Ta,true over time.
The estimated temperature Ta,2 from Method 2 initially diverges from the
true temperature but converges again over time. The time-axis is normal-
ized.

2. Constant heat transfer coefficient. Modeling the heat transfer coefficient
as constant hp = 1 in (3.20), thereby letting the model parameters approx-
imate average heat transfer coefficients (had and hbm) and assuming that
variances are negligible.

3. No lowpass filter. Removing the lowpass filter which is used for the heat
transfer equations. This corresponds to choosing the filter parameter κ = 1
(3.20).

4. No Mach and altitude based predictions. Removing

β
(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2[k]
)

(H[k] − H[k − 1])

+ (γ − 1)
(
1 +

γ − 1
2

M2[k]
)−1

Ta[k]M[k](M[k] −M[k − 1])

from (3.20) and thereby only using the heat transfer equations in the model.

5. No heat transfer equations. Removing

(1 − κ)Ta[k] + κ
( z1

hp[k]ts
(Tm[k] − Tm[k − 1])

+ (1 − z2)Td[k] + z2Tm[k] + z3hp[k]Di[k]
)

from (3.20) and using only the Mach and altitude predictions to estimate
the inlet air temperature.
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For each test case the optimization is redone. In some cases the parameters to
be optimized are fewer. Like for Test case 1 where the parameter z5 is removed.
Test case 5 requires no parameters to be optimized at all. The changes in mse
and lpe of Method 1 are presented for these test cases. The results are therefore
presented as percent increase (or decrease) of the mse and lpe when comparing
with Method 1 in its standard form, as described in (3.20). The changes in mse
and lpe for each test case are shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: The changes in the mse and lpe for each of the five test cases.

mse change lpe change
Estimation Validation Estimation Validation

1. 227 % 189 % 18.9 % -16.3 %
2. 15.0 % 9.52 % -2.77 % 2.64 %
3. 16.2 % 18.0 % -17.3 % 15.2 %
4. 16.2 % 19.3 % -17.8 % 15.3 %
5. 5480 % 4450 % 134 % 57.9 %

As one could expect, the mse increased in all of the cases for both the estimation
and validation dataset suggesting that the model is most accurate if no submodels
are removed. However, the lpe decreased for one dataset but increased in the
other for Test cases 1, 2, 3 and 4. This makes it hard to judge whether these
submodels should be removed or not.

What is clear is that Test case 5 was very inaccurate at predicting the temperature
and it can be concluded that the heat transfer equations are needed to provide
accurate estimates.

The results from Test cases 2, 3 and 4 suggest that it might be possible to remove
some parts of the model with only slightly less accurate temperature estimates.
But further testing has to be done if several submodels are to be removed since
removing several submodels at the same time could yield significantly larger
changes in the mse and lpe of the model.

4.6 Varying temperature difference relationship

In this section, the results of modeling the temperature difference relationship
f (x) as nonconstant, using the suggested methods in Section 2.3, are presented.
To begin with, Method 1 will be used in its standard form, but f (x) will instead be
modeled as having a linear or quadratic dependence on the corrected mass flow
Wc and the angle of attack α. After that, f (x) will be modeled as an observable
state in Method 2. The three test cases are therefore:

1. The temperature difference relationship f (x) modeled as linearly depen-
dent on the corrected mass flow Wc and the angle of attack α

f (x) = C0 + C1Wc + C2α
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in Method 1 (3.20). This means that the parameters C0, C1 and C2 have to
be estimated and the parameter z2 is removed.

2. The temperature difference relationship f (x) modeled as a quadratic func-
tion dependent on the corrected mass flow Wc and the angle of attack α

f (x) = C0 + C1Wc + C2α + C3W
2
c + C4α

2

in Method 1 (3.20). This means that the parameters C0, C1, C2, C3 and C4
have to be estimated and the parameter z2 is removed.

3. The temperature difference relationship f (x) is introduced as an observable
state x4 = f (x) in the state equations of the ekf in Method 2. There it is
assumed that changes in f (x) originate from white noise

x4[k + 1] = x4[k] + e.

The idea is that the model will capture a change in the value of f (x) over
time and therefore the estimates of the other observed states will be more
accurate. In this model, another parameter is introduced and needs to be
estimated, that is the variance Q4 of the process noise for the new state.
The model parameter z2 which previously corresponded to f (x) is in this
case the value that f (x) should be initialized to x̂4[1|0] = z2 and will still be
estimated.

The changes in mse and lpe for each of the three cases above are presented in
Table 4.4. The results show that the mse is significantly reduced for both the
estimation and validation dataset for the linear and quadratic models of f (x).
The fact that the validation dataset showed similar improvement of the mse to
the estimation dataset suggests that this model is not overfitting data points in
the estimation dataset. Unfortunately, the changes in lpe were negligible in Test
cases 1 and 2 for both the estimation and validation dataset. Test case 3, where
f (x) was considered an observable state, the changes in both the mse and lpe
were negligibly small.

Table 4.4: The change in the mse and lpe for the three ways of modeling
f (x).

mse change lpe change
Estimation Validation Estimation Validation

1. -5.48 % -5.31 % -1.76 % 1.39 %
2. -10.4 % -11.7 % -0.904 % 0.848 %
3. -0.498 % 1.83 % 1.56 % 6.79 %

Furthermore, the functions f (x) for Test cases 1 and 2 are presented using the
estimated parameters C0, C1, C2, C3 and C4. For the linear case, f (x) became

f (x) = 2.3569 · 10−1 + 6.4953 · 10−4 ·Wc − 4.4486 · 10−3 ·α (4.8)
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and for the quadratic case, f (x) became

f (x) = 1.5603 · 10−1 + 6.7622 · 10−4 ·Wc + 1.4964 · 10−2 ·α

+ 6.1786 · 10−8 ·W 2
c − 9.3702 · 10−4 ·α2.

(4.9)

To better understand what these functions look like, their surface plots are shown.
In the surface plots it can be seen what values of f (x) are obtained when flying
with different Wc and α. This is shown in Figure 4.14 for the linear case and Fig-
ure 4.15 for the quadratic case. In both cases f (x) seems to be mostly dependent
on variations in α and very little on Wc. The quadratic dependence on Wc seems
to be negligible. The results also show that f (x) is closer to 0 when flying with a
high angle of attack (α > 18◦) and close to 0.25 in the range 5◦ < α < 15◦. On the
other hand f (x) only increases by about 0.03 when moving from low corrected
mass flow (here 30 kg/s) to high corrected mass flow (here 80 kg/s) so it might be
better to only model f (x) from α. If the aircraft flies with α > 25◦ then the value
of f (x) is saturated to 0 as can be seen in Figure 4.15. The results suggests that
the angle of attack α affects the flow patterns in the inlet, and that the boundary
layer air that hits the T2-sensor is less affected by heat transfer with the duct skin
when flying with a high angle of attack.

Moving on to Test case 3 where f (x) was considered an observable state, the mse
of the estimation dataset was slightly reduced. However, the mse of the vali-
dation dataset was significantly increased. This suggest that the improvement
that was seen in the estimation dataset was mainly due to overfitting of the data
points and that no general dynamics of the system were captured by this mod-
eling. The model parameters estimated in Test case 3 were very similar to the
standard Method 2. A slight increase in z2 was seen and Q4 was estimated to be
several orders of magnitude smaller than the other noise variances in the model.
Furthermore, the lpe was increased in both datasets further suggesting that the
model in Test case 3 should not be used.
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Figure 4.14: The estimated linear function f (x) for angle of attack 0◦ < α <
30◦ and corrected mass flow 30 kg/s < Wc < 80 kg/s. The surface of f (x) is
shown from two different perspectives in (a) and (b).
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Figure 4.15: The estimated quadratic function f (x) for angle of attack 0◦ <
α < 30◦ and corrected mass flow 30 kg/s < Wc < 80 kg/s. The surface of
f (x) is shown from two different perspectives in (a) and (b).



5
Conclusions

A number of conclusions can be made from the results of this report. The re-
sults suggest that the main cause of the temperature distortions at the T2-sensor
originate from the heat transfer with the duct skin. Furthermore, the duct skin
temperature seems to be affected by both the inlet temperature and the fuel tem-
perature in the tank surrounding the inlet duct.

Conclusions could also be drawn about the capacitive properties of the inlet duct
skin temperature. Although it had been assumed that it settled according to the
inlet air temperature over time it was not known at what rate this occurred. It was
also interesting to learn about the fuel tank temperature effect on the T2-sensor
measurements via the duct skin. Removing the fuel temperature from Method 1
increased the mse by around 200 %.

However, there is still room for improvement in the model. One part of the model
that could be improved is the modeling of the Anti-Ice effects on the T2-sensor
measurement. In this study it was assumed that the Anti-Ice functionality gives a
constant heat flow to the T2-sensor when active. The simulation of the model sug-
gests that this is a good steady state assumption but that the transient behavior is
different. The simulation suggested that the heat flow from Anti-Ice scales over
time when activated. Perhaps the model could be improved by further analyzing
this transient behavior. One simple model of this could be to model the heat flow
Qi from the Anti-Ice as a first order linear system

τiQ̇i = Qi,maxDi − Qi (5.1)

where Qi would be a varying state in the model, τi would be the time constant
that the heat flow settles with andQi,max would be the steady state heat flow when
the Anti-Ice is active. If this state equation was to be implemented in Method 1
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or 2 then QiDi would be replaced by Qi in the current equations.

Some further investigations could be done with the modeling of the tempera-
ture difference relationship f (x). The quadratic modeling of f (x) significantly re-
duced the mse, but the W 2

c -term could be removed since that term did not show
any significant correlation with f (x). It would be interesting to see how the model
of f (x) would work out when implemented into Method 2 since Method 2 in gen-
eral gave better results than Method 1. It would also be interesting to try out
further modeling of f (x), perhaps by changing the angle of attack dependency
to a third degree polynomial. However, the main challenge seems to be that the
temperature difference relationship is a bit unpredictable which probably has to
do with small changes in the conditions of the inlet having a large impact on the
thickness and location of the thermal boundary layer. This is because, as could
be seen in the cfd simulations in Figures 1.4a and 1.5a, the thermal boundary
layer is not rotationally symmetric.

Furthermore, the cross-correlation analysis showed that the modeling from the
change in altitude Ḣ could be improved. However, it is hard to tell how this
could be done. From the flight data it seems that the isa atmospheric model
works decently up to about 10 km but above that the temperature dependency
on altitude is hard to predict and can vary significantly between different days.
Maybe this could be taken into account by modeling the process noise of the
state equation for x2 in Method 2 differently at high altitudes. This could for
example be done by increasing the process noise varianceQ2 when entering these
altitudes.

Lastly, the two methods covered in this report both showed significantly better
accuracy in estimating the inlet air temperature compared to just using the T2-
sensor measurement to estimate the temperature. The main improvement was
shown in terms of the mean squared error mse which was reduced by 85 - 90 %.
The largest prediction error lpe was also reduced. Method 2 proved to be better
than Method 1 both in terms of mse and lpe and would likely be the method of
choice if one of these methods were to be implemented in the aircraft. However,
the advantage of Method 1 is that it is computationally faster since it does not
require any matrix operations. However, both methods should be sufficiently
fast to be implemented in the aircraft if so is desired.
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